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As 1983 draws to a close, it is only appropriate to look back on the controversies of the year
and see how Stony Brook has fared through it
all.
The year began with a swell of opposition to
suddenly announced changes in the RA/MA hiring practices, changes that Residence Life
claimed would 'standardize' and 'streamline' the
hiring process by moving from building level hiring to quad level hiring. The changes, made
without student input, took the hiring of RAs
and MAs farther away from student's control,
and closer to the enveloping hands of Residence
Life.
Successful student protest managed to
force some changes, including the addition of
more student representation on hiring committees, but the overall system remains
Throughout the Spring and Summer, the issue of the proposed arming of Public Safety officers and their name change to University Police,
was a major topic of discussion climaxed by the
report of the President's task force on Safety,
which concluded, "The obvious rationale for
arming officers would be to reduce hazards to
life and property. We have listened to reports of
many particular cases, and so far have not found
any in which it is clear that the presence of
armed officers on campus would have had a pos-
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Letters

To the Editor:
The editorial in your issue
of December 8, which criticizes the Department of Politic-i
al Science for the timing of its
request that courses in Africana Studies no longer be
cross-listed, contains important errors.
First, Political Science did
not choose the time. The timing was determined by the Africana Studies Program's action of last September in revising the course description
of AFS/POL 319. This change
required our endorsement.
The reasons why Africana
Studies revised the course description now instead of some
other time have nothing to do
with the Department of Political Science, but by requiring
us to endorse the new course
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struction, and keep enough TA's in each department.
The academic issue of the year, of course, was
the controversy created by Professor Fred

itive influence. Since there are always ambiguities in individual cases, one may ask also if there
are trends of violent crime increase which would
call for a more powerful force on campus. We
have received no evidence of such trends."
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(continued on page 3 )
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Council, and Graduate Student Senate all voted
strongly against arming, but President Marburger
stated that he wanted to continue to think
about it, and Vice-Presidents Francis and Preston asserted that they wanted armed officers to
escort University Payroll. We agree with the
task force.
Speaking of guns, during the height of the
controversy, Public Safety purchased six revolvers to use for target practice, a purchase that was
soundly denied by Vice-President Francis and
by the Department of Public Safety, until a purchase order surfaced that proved that they had
made the purchase a month before.
On the positive side, Stony Brook's Graduate
student employees moved to help create a statewide union, and it should be legally recognized
by this Spring. Besides helping its members on
such issues as pay and job security, the union
may also serve to improve the quality of undergraduate education if they keep TA's workloads
down so they may do more individualized in-
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placed us in a dilemma. No
matter which way we acted,
we would be subject to intense criticism.
In this unpleasant situation, we decided
out best course of action was
to do that which is soundest
from the point of view of our
academic commitments. Accordingly we began implementation of a plan, which
had been developing for some
time, to strengthen our undergraduate major. This plan involves ending all permanent
cross-listing of courses, an action which we had hoped
could be announced at a later
time in a more congenial atmosphere.
Second, your editorial implies that we disapprove of the
Senate's decision and that we
are somehow contrdicting U-'
niversity policy. The fact i.
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The Stony Brook Press is appearing on
Friday this week instead of Thursday due to the
fact that our IBM Electronic Selectric Composer
failed to operate for much of the week, bringing
The Composer is a
production to a halt.
glorified typewriter which makes all the lines of
a story end up exactly on the right margin,
(Just
like
this
one.)
IBM, who charges $93 per hour, fixed the
machine yesterday afternoon.
What makes this all the more ironic is that,
probably as you are reading this, the Press is
taking delivery on an Itek Quadrographic 2110
Computerized Phototypesetting System, a
state-of-the-art machine that means we can
throw the IBM away.
The next issue of The Stony Brook Press will
appear on Thursday, January 26, 1984. Happy
Holidays and enjoy your vacation.

--

_,

that I, and probably all of my
colleagues on the Political
Science Faculty, accept the
Senate decision as a responsible academic action. Moreover, the Senate decision does
not relate to University policy
regarding
crosslisting
of
courses. It is completely inaccurate to assert, as your editorial does, that our action
contradicts any stated University policy.
I would like to assure your
readers that our action was
not motivated by and desire to
harm Africana Studies, with
whom we have long cooperated and whom we respect as
academic colleagues.
Frank Myers
Chairman
Department of Political
Science
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The Year That Was
(continuedfrom page 2 )
Dube's class, "The Politics of Race," in which he
allegedly compared Zionism with racism and
Nazism. However, after a University Senate investigation and President's and Provost's reports
all declaring that Dube acted within the bounds
of academic freedom, we feel the controversy is
being continued only by those seeking publicity
and political points, and suggest that the University, as much as it can, put the issue behind itself
and get on with the business of learning.
Also the target of accusations was former
SAB Committeeperson Ira Levy, accused of
committing financial improprieties with student
activity funds. He was expelled from SAB in
September by the Polity Council, and last
month the Council announced that it would
seek to bring legal action against Levy. To date,
however, no evidence has been made public that
would show Levy to be guilty of anything, and
charges have not been pressed.
And then there was Dorm Cooking:
First, it was announced that the sizes of dorm
refridgerators would be restricted to 2/ cubic
feet per person in order to prevent electrical
breakdowns. (In case you don't know how big a
2/2 cubic foot refridgerator is, it's really small.)
Then it was announced that the Dorm Cooking
Fee would be increased by 37%, mostly to pay
for a utility fee thrown on the cooking facilities,
a
fee
previously
unheard
of.
On the refridgerator size limit there is hope,
as Robert Francis announced that he was really
seeking only a reduction of refridgerators so that
they used less than 1 running amperes per person, a figure that allows for much larger refridgerators that the 2/2 cubic foot ones. Polity is
studying the matter, and Freshman Representative Neal Drobenare is receiving a $400 stipend
this intersession to investigate Dorm Cooking
fully.
Last but not least, this year, Baby Joey's Pub
and the Henry James Pub both were'forced to
close, the first due to the state-imposed utility
fee, and the second due to the increase of the
drinking age from 18 to 19. Since both the utili-

create a rathskellar anywhere,
5) The probable closing of SCOOP, which relies on beer sales for a significant part of its revenue, along with its operations like Harpo's, the
Hard Rock Cafe, and the Health Shop, (the
Rainy Night House would probably survive in
some truncated form, probably under FSA.)
6) No FallFest, no Octoberfest, no G-Fest,
no Spring Fever.
You get the idea. This may prove to be the
most important issue to hit students this year.
Stony Brook would never be the same afterwards. Even if you wrote letters to Cuomo and
your legislators during the Polity campaign, and
especially if you didn't, take the time out over
intersession to write a few more. Eighteen
through twenty-one year olds can vote, go to
war, sign contracts, and direct corporations. We
deserve the right to drink.
So, many of the problems that faced us in
1983 will reappear in 1984. That's no surprise.
But we still have the intelligence and strength to
see to it that the bad things are avoided and the
good things are realized, and that is always good

mL

ty fee and the drinking age are likely to increase,
again, things look grim for the remaining bars on
campus.
It is not surprising that Polity's most successful political activity of the year was the recent
letter writing drive against the 21 year old drinking are, because if the law is passed, Stony
P3rook will resemble nothing more than Kansas
after the nuclear attack shown in the movie The
Day After. If the law is passed, 80% of Stony
Brook undergraduates will be unable to drink legally and it is not difficult to foresee all of the
following coming about:
1) The banning of beer at all campus parties
and social functions,
2) The closing of the Whitman Pub, the GSO
Lounge, and Tokyo Joe's,
3) A drastic change in the operation of the
End of the Bridge, with it turning from its efforts to cater to students,
4) A complete and final end to any plans to
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Dallas Bauman

Unseen

Learning Disabled at Stony Brook
Disabled, located in Humanities
by Ken Kruger
In September 1973, Congress 135, is the agency involved in makpassed a law prohibiting discrimin- ing University programs available to
ation based solely on physical or handicapped students,
Fred Pickering, who works with
mental handicaps. It was made illegal to deny handicapped individ- the office, explained about aid
uals participation in or benefits available to learning disabled stufrom any program or activity re- dents particularly dyslexia students,
at Stony Brook.
ceiving federal financial assistance,
"If a student came to us undiagfor
illegal
it
made
also
law
This
employers to refuse hiring of handi- nosed, at present, this office can arcapped individuals based solely on range tests to determine disability,
their disability and requires that We can also notify professors that a
buildings that began construction student has identified himself to
after June 3,1977 to be accessible this office as being learning disabled
to handicapped people from the and requests that the professor accomodates that student. Primarily,
start.
In 1977 a final section was add- we hook these students up with the
ed to this law covering Department! people who do the evaluations. At
of Health, Education and Welfare this point in time we don't do the
[now Departments of Health and testing ourselves."
Pickering explains that there
Human Services and of Education]
three types of student who
were
funds. Under this section instituto the office; those who have
come
as
such
funds,
tions receiving HEW
been evaluated as learning
already
were
colleges,
and
hospitals
schools,
disabled, those who know they are
to be brought under the law.
On campus the Office of the Ilearning disabled but need official,

evaluation, and those who aren'1t pie choice instead of essay for example. There is also some very limsure about being learning disabled.
"To be legally classified as learn ited tutoring available but this varing disabled," Pickering continues ies from department to department.
Despite widespread ignorance of
"A student must be evaluated by ai
professional in the field. This eval their problems and the limited aid
uation consists of a wide variety oj available to them learning disabled
tests to focus in on the specific dis students are determined to succeed.
One dyslexia student, Amy Berlin,
ability.
"A concern of mine has beenI said, "Its important that people are
that th office would be used byr more open with things like this.
people who aren't disabled but areL There's no reason to have this singlooking for an easy way out but led out feeling like I've had. I'm in
that hasn't been a problem. The college now and this is the last
tests are so varied and accurate that place I'd ever thought I'd be.
"I can graduate in two ways.
its impossible to lie your way
The
first way will take about 8
them."
through
Once a student has been diag- years because I'd be working on my
nosed as learning disabled more aid own without taking advantage of all
becomes available to them. Stu- the benefits available from people
dents diagnosed as learning disabled who are willing to help me. The
receive the same aid available to us- second way is to do what I've been
ually impaired students. These aids doing.
"I plan to take the latter route,
include having texts and other written materials taped and being given as anyone who is reading this article
extra time to complete exams or would."
being given alternative tests, multi--- -·I
--- page 33
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is an emergency
complaint referral and
information service. We
will help you solve your
problems with the
University and help cut
the red tape involving
* academics
* maintenance
* residential, and
* financial problems.
Hotline will also make
referrals for sexual
harrassment, rape, V.D.
and psychological
counseling.
We are Student
Advocates,
here to serve
students of Stony Brook
-IOTLINE will be operating
)n a limited basis during

ntercession

Rm 251, Upstairs in the
Union.
246-4000
ACTIVITY FEE
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Stopping 21
2591 Letters and WhereTheyCame Froo1~
"Stop 21" Coordinators Paul DiLorenzo,

JIF

arry Ritholtz, and Troy

Totals:
G Quad
Coordinator:MikeDeMartino
(NYPIRG)

Roth Quad
Coordinator:BelinaAnderson
(Polity Secretary)
Mount- 87

Irving - 209

Gershwin - 35
Whitman - see Whitman Pub

O'Neill- 107
Ammann - 43

Cardozo - 0

Gray - 124

Hendrix - 0
Total Roth Quad - 122

Total G Quad - 483

H Quad
Coordinator:EricLevine
(Soph. Rep. & Benedict Leg.)
Benedict - 184
James- 298
Langmuir - 113
Total H Quad - 605

Tabler Quad
Coodinator:S.Dominic Seraphin
(JuniorRep.)
Hand- 88
Douglass - 27
Dreiser - 51
Sanger - 16
Toscanini - 39
Total Tabler Quad - 201

Kelly Quad
Coordinator:MikeBerkowitz
(Assistant Treasurer) Stage XII
Dewey(A)- 141
No Coordinator
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:Read The Press
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Tokyo Joes - 398
Whitman Pub - 139

o

GSO Lounge- 19

A
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Neal Drobenare was going to be the coordinatorof the commuter
letter writing campaign. However, it was scrapped due to lack of
interest.
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Stimson(A) - 50
Keller(B) - 0
Greeley(C) -.0
Wagner(D) - 57
Total Stage XII - 107

Bars
Coordinators:PaulDeLorenzo (STOP 21 Coordinator)and
Troy Oeschner (SASU)
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Baruch(B) - 0
Eisenhower(C) - 177
Schick(D) - 92
Hamilton(E) - 106
Total Kelly Quad - 516
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Hollywood

Superconcert

The Movies That Made The Year
by Haluk Soykan
For Hollywood, it was just another year. Sean Connery was back
as Bond in Never Say Never Again.
Again, competition is what we need
to keep things going, and we have
Connery and Moore (in Octopussy)
competing as the suave Mr. Bond.
In both films, 007 fights the enemies of humankind.
Wargames gave imaginative insight on what the consequences of
relying too heavily on computers
might be. Its relevance was underscored by the 1980 Pentagon computer system failure, which almost
caused the launching of US nuclear
warheads. Speaking of the Pentagon, Testament is Hollywood's current reaction to the nuclear arms
situation.
Of course, I've got to
add now that The Day After, ABC's
TV film, became the most watched
TV film in history. Awareness of
the nuclear arms race is slowly gaining popularity in cinematic mediaone positive fact.
The Return of the Jedi, the
third part of the Star Wars saga,
transported many of us into the
depths of outer space last summei.
One thing I like about science fiction is the optimistic impression of
the future it gives me. In the early
1960's, the main subject of science
fiction was the race to the moonyet technology has advanced considerably beyond that point, and
the new year is only 1984.
In terms of comedy, it was definitely a great year. Not many social
comedies,
but
sometimes
they're just too hard to make. so
I'll go alone with what w- rpip
'
n

Richard Pryor is a great comedian.
Here and Now. . . makes you laugh
throughout
the
film.
Eddie
Murphy in Trading Places was outstanding as he switches roles with
Dan Aykroyd, a rich white banker.
Risky Business was this year's
prime offering in comedy.
The
movie deals with an upper class
teenage left alone at home with the
keys to his father's Porshe in his
pocket. It sounds like just another
cliched plot, but the approach,
both technically and artistically,
was really powerful.
The film
touches most aspects of cinema, including the social and psychological. Too bad I didn't have a chance
to see King of Comedy with Jerry
Lewis and Robert DeNiro, but . .
such is life.
Sex and dance movies were the
usual big money makers. The number of sex films produced exceeds
all others combined. Unfortunately, again this year I didn't bump into a non-exploitive, artistic sex
film. (I wonder if anyone has.) In
dance, Flashdance was the big one,
but no matter how good it was, it
just falls into the 'unimportant experience' section of your brain as
you get up and start walking up the
aisle to the exit. However, it was
good for two hours on a long, hot
summer night. There were some
other dance films around, but I
don't think they're worth mentioning. When dance, nudity, and attractive artists are used in a motion
picture they should be supporting
figures for the more essential art
and technique. Seeing a film like

Debra Winger in Terins of Endearment

Ig

William Devane and Ross Harris in Testament
twinkies rather than a balanced
meal.
When
Apollo series ended,
so did Hollywood's ventures to the
moon. The Right Stuff was a return to this sub-genre. It was not
simply a standard moon thriller.
Being a little bit on the comic side,
it was more concerned with the
psychological state of the astronauts and their environment. We
can argue about the quality fo this
approach, but it was the first film
using it.
One of the better films of the
year was The Big Chill. It related
the idealism of youth and the social
system's warping of this idealism
into conformity. The movie deals
with many of our social problems,
notably the lack of communication.
I may be extremely serious minded,
but when someone on the screen
deals with my problems rather than
my fantasies I feel much closer to
that person (whoever it is.) My
problems are more important than
my fantasies. This is what The Big
Chill does. Its characters are everyday people; its plot deals with their
problems-nothing really out of the
ordinary. Speaking of this, Hollywood's problem lately is that every
film is made with the sole purpose
of making money, therefore what
they try to do is attract the largest
audience with the easiest possible
methods.
Art is not easy to
achieve.
Every commissioned
screenwriter cannot be and artist.
This is not important to Hollywood
because the society prefers the
films that deal with its fantasies to
those that deal wiht their lives or
problems. Since it is much easier to
produce featherweight fantasy films
there is no great incentive to pro-

duce a complicated motion picture,
Under Fire, another of the better films, started a new trend by
taking an anti-American approach

ivianel temingway in Star 8u

seriously affect American society.
However, the star system still ensures that it's Nick Nolte who
changed the course of the war.

of the year are out right now: Testament in a powerful structure protesting the nuclear arms situation.
Jack Nicholson is back on the
screen again with Terms of Endearment, another movie on our social
relationships. Al Pacino is playing
in Scarface which is a social drama
on the under ground drug business.
It looks like December is the right
time to see new pictures.
S Francis Ford Coppola was out
in
the market with a couple of films:
The Black Stallion II and Koyanisquatso but he is nowhere near his
materpiece film Apocalypse Now.
After seeing a picture like that, I've
got to admit that it is difficult to
find another film as good as that
one. Bob Fosse is back again with
Star 80 but the film gives you the
impression that he needs some
money and displaying Mariel Hemingway's redesigned body is the easiest way to get it.
While we had a few quality
Hollywood motion pictures this
year, I couldn't avoid the urge inside to see old Fellini and Godard
movies. The fact is, that as long as
Hollywood continues to be a monopoly among several corporations, it
will seldom give a chance to new directors or actors who are revolutionary in the field. This, by far, is
the greatest hinderence to the experimental aspect of the American
cinema. Another point is that each
of these films are productions of
highly populated crews, so if the
new directors want to do something
they must do what the Hollywood
corporations say to do ot have to
do it on their own. Few directors
have 10 million dollars floating
around to finance a new movie.
Therefore, American cinema is not
being experimental enough to gain
new dimentions. Everything goes
along with the trend, and it evolves
only with the changing society, and
as new ways of earning higher profit are developed.
If we were aware enough not to
respect those films that keep enlarging our fantasies, maybe Hollywood
might be more experimental, or
more revolutionary in trying to satisfy our needs. If we were able to
realize actually what the system is
tyring to impose on us by showing
heros that save countries from nuclear missles or heros that just kill
the bad guys just because they are
bad, then we might get the impression that some people don't want
us to think about our own problems, like drugs, stress, lack of
homosexuality,
communication,
and others. This method is used in
the third world (especially antidemocratic) countries. Since the
i American society is a little bit more
educated, things have to be done a
bit more implicitly. Maybe that's
why the Hollywood technique are
so strong. . .To cover up the real
Let's try to be a little bit
goals.

(continued from page 11)
his guitar. His lead was dramaticalI'm used to Angel Dust. I'm ly orchestrated, opening with short
used to doing dust every staccato riffs leading into several
night.
I'm FUCKED up!! minutes of wild rifting up and
That beer fucked me up. I'm down the fretboard, finally capped
never fucking drinking beer by a gradually slowed down display
again. Shit, I'm fucked up.
of melodic question and answer
Friend: Why are you fucked up? lead lines. Like I said, the man is a
Well after endless amounts of bore- hot guitarist.
dom and staring at the neon messNonetheless when Page walked
age board of the Garden's constant to the microphone, outfitted with
reminder to get your tickets for the a double-necked Gibson SG and
Knicks-Celtics basketball game, the said, "I want to do a song now you
houselights went down and Jeff all should recognize. I'd just like to
Beck went up.
say that this is not your song, this is
Beck, in black spandex and pink our song." Then softly he played
bowling shirt with tumbling dice, the opening to Stairway to Heaven;
fronted a four-piece band that in- the audience responce was a potent
cluded the dynamic Simon Phillips reminder that Led Zeppelin will
on drums. Beck was a study in mo- forever be first and foremost what
tion and energy. Maniac and in- Jimmy Page's contribution to rock
tense, his five song set was is. Although Page performed Staircrammed with blistering six-string way brilliantly, the air was haunted
flash, a dizzying array of sonic by the ghost of Robert Plant's
tones, high squeals and low moans, legendary vocals. As the song drew
right-hand riffing techniques and to a close, Clapton and Beck returnwhammy-bar theatrics. The music ed to help Page finish the song.
was typical of the Jazz-rock fusion
Clapton's melodic reading of the
Beck has pursued on his later LP's, vocal line, a stand-out. The entire
and in terms of sheer variety, spon- cast returned to close the show
taneity and musical virtuosity, his with Clapton's classic Layla. The
set was the highlight of the show. song burned as all five guitarists,
Whether
exchanging riffs with three drummers, and two keyboardPhillips, or slashing off power ists all played in sync.
Clapton
chords by whiplashing his hand in handled most of the leadwork, with
the air, Beck was the consumate occasional runs thrown in by Page.
showman without ever straying Special mention, too, goes to Ray
from letting the music work as a Cooper who bashed the hell out of
force also.
two gongs set-up at the back of the
But of course all of this led up
stage.
to the event that most of the audiThe three-song encore, in conence had flocked to the Garden for
trast, slowly brought down the pace
in the first place. The appearance
of the show, while at the same time
for the first time since 1978, of a reminding everyone of the reason
lead guitarist from a certain famous
for the show's existence-a benefit
band of a few years back. Jimmy
for action and research for multiple
Page's entrance that Thursday night
Joe Cocker introduced
sclerosis.
brought on an ovation louder and
With a Little Help From My
longer than any I've heard in all my
Friends, as a tribute to John Lenyears of hitting concerts.
non on the aniversary of his death.
If the ovation was more for his
Then Ronnie Lane, the ex-member
past, than for what he means to
of the Faces, and a man who three
rock right now, that still doesn't
years ago was told he'd probably
deter from the fact that Jimmy
never walk again, took center stage,
Page in 1983 is one hot guitar
aided by Woodand Cooper. "What
player. Page acknowledged the ovado you think my friends?" asked
tion, said it was great to be back in
Lane. The hugh audience ovation
New York, then walked over to the gave Lane his answer. Lane, clutchside of the stage and removed his ing to the mike, sang two songs in
scarf and black jacket. With baggy
fine voice, closing with Goodnight
pants and long black hair he began Irene, the only song in which all
with his pieces from the Deathwish three of the legendary guitar greats
Page then intro- traded licks. Each admirably resisII soundtrack.
duced Paul Rogers, ex-lead singer
ting the urge to outdo the other,
for Bad Company, and the two per- Lane was the attraction at this
formed three numbers, two of the
point.
If Ronnie Lane's presence was
co-written by the pair and the other
more a show of courage than musicBoogie Woman featured on Roger's
new solo LP. The stand out was a al entertainment, it still couldn't
help but touch the audience. You
number that Page described as "abSeated in a chair with a could clearly sense that everyone
stract."
felt for the man and admired him
black and white DanElectro, the
song opened with gentle arpeggia- for his fight against M.S. How ironic that this man's painful illness
ted chords. Slowly the song rose in
produced and event that was pure
intensity as Page flailed his right
magic and joy for 19,000 fans of
hand several times at the sound
rock and roll.
technician to raise the volume on

more aware.
mu
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Anyone who will be here during
Intersession, leave your name in
Brian Kohn's mail box in polity or
call 6-3673.
You will be notified about
Intersession events
like the New Years Eve Party
and Nightly video movies
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Christmas
"How Nice It Is"
Christmas in the city would
seem artificial to anypne used to celebrating the holiday in a proper
way.

As a child I didn't go with my
father out into the woods to look
for a healthy, full pine tree, and
then watch with glee as he chopped
it down. There was no fireplace-no real place for me to hang up ...

stockings? No, I didn't have this either.
It went something like this as a
child celebrating Christmas in
Brooklyn.
Dad and I would go
down to a cold damp basement.
He'd bring up the cardboard box,
I'd drag up a stuffed, green plastic
garbage bag-maybe something like
what Santa puts his toys into.
Once in the living room, dad turned
the box over and out popped a
Christmas tree made of green babybottle brushes.
I now associate
Christmas, and the one short moment of glee when the tree would
pop out, with the smell of dusty
plastic pine needles.
My sister and I would then fight
over who did most of the decorating. I usually won, but she usually
got more from Santa anyway.
We'd finish the job-getting it
just right making sure the ornaments were spread over the tree and
the lights weren't bunched up too
close together-then darken the living room and stare at the plastic

tree, which we used year after year.
Later, dad brought up the fireplace. Yes he brought it up from
our cold, damp basement. And
each year this fireplace would look
more and more beat up. But we
needed to hang up our . . . well

sweat socks were fine until I was
thirteen when mom made stockings
out of some red felt material.
And when the fireplace was set
up we'd sit and watch it, too. We'd
watch the flame, which really
wasn't a flame at all, but a red bulb
with a rotating disk above it that
was supposed to make it seem like
a crackling fire was in our Brooklyn
living room.
It was okay for us. My sister
and I would just stare, knowing
Christmas was here and Santa was
on his way. We liked the lights, as
did my little brother, who wandered into the living room when all
the work was done. The three of us
were content, our parents were relieved that the work was done and
the mess was cleaned up.
And that's how it went in one
Brooklyn home, and I think in a lot
of others. Roasting chestnuts, watering the tree, getting the firewood, smelling the sweet scent of
pine-all these Christmas trademarks were gone. And maybe I
should be embarassed that what
brought joy to the hearts of myself,
my sister and my brother were a

plastic tree and a cardboard fireplace in a Brooklyn living room.
I'm twenty-two years old nowhardly old yet not that young. This
is my twenty- second Christmas,
my fifth at Stony Brook. The past
five years I've gotten used to real
trees; chopping them down withi
my hallmates and putting them up
in our lounge, decorating them and
studying fo r finals under them. It
was relaxing, and I often would neglect studying for staring at the tree
and thinking, "How nice it is."
And, as college life goes, do
much would take place under those
real trees. An entire hall singing
Christmas carols together, people
wandering by and just having to
stop and admire the lights.
Each of us on the hall had something to contribute. EAch brought
his or her own way of celebrating
Christmas at home into our home away from home. Some imitating
the singing they were used to, some
knew how to make Christmas ornaments, others knew how to chop
the tree down and my sister paid
off: I was usually good at decorating, making sure the decorations
were spread out and the lights
weren't bunched up.
This went on before Christmas
until everyone went home, usually
the day before Christmas eve,
Someone would
maybe sooner.
volunteer to take the tree down and

the rest would go home-to the
Christmases they were used to.
Of course, I went home and
stared at my plastic Christmas tree
and the cardboard fireplace, which
was getting very beat up.

And it

used to bother me that I didn't
know which was best: the real tree
of this plastic one.
And then came this Christmas.
Several of my ex-hallmates and I
cut down a tree and put it up in our
old hall, even though none of us
lived there anymore. It was almost
as good as past years-just about as
good. A week later I went to the
hall to just sit and stare and think,
"How nice it is."
The tree was
gone, though. It was considered a
fire hazard and thrown out.
But I'm glad, in a way. That
tree was never meant to be anyway,
not for me. College, soon, will be a
memory, and so will those real
trees-the ones with the sweet smell
of pine. Back to plastic, back to
cardboard, back to my home in
Brooklyn, at least for a while. But
I'm sure of one thing, now. I'll always be able to sit in a Brooklyn
living room, in front of a plastic
tree and a cardboard fireplace and
comfortable
a
into
put
be
Christmas mood-as I was years ago. And I'll always be able to ssy,
"How nice it is!"
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All - Star Jam
Clapton , Page, and Beck at the Garden
by Greg D'Auria
Many people think I'm an asshole.
Odds are, they're right.
When I heard on WBAB last month
about the All-Star benefit guiter
jam featuring Eric Clapton, Jeff
Beck and Jimmy Page, I assumed
that the show would sell out fast
and clear, so I wrote off my attempt to buy tickets. Two weeks
later, around midnight, I hear on
WBAB that tickets were still available for the second of the two
shows to be played at the Garden.
So I decided to get up early, hang
out by Ticketron and get those tickets after all. Instead I pulled an
all-night B.S. rap session with my
friends, went to sleep around 7:30
that morning and trudged over to
Ticketron about 4 in the afternoon.
Of course, by then all the other assholes who thought the show was already sold out booked over and
made the sell-out a sell-out. Many
people think I'm an asshole. Odds
are, they're right.
Anyway the next course of action was to scalp. Chris, FreddiieJ.,
Brian, Anthony and myself planned
to head for the Garden for Thursday's show. On Wednesday, December 7th, approximately 8 that
evening I learned that Anthony
wouldn't go, too much comp.sci.
work. The next day both Freddlie
J. and Chris dropped out, due to
serious fiscal difficulties, i.e. a lack
of money. So when Brian came
into my room that same day I
braced myself waiting for him to
say, "Sorry, I can't go. I've just
contracted a deadly case of veneral disease and emotionally I just
can't handle it at the moment." He
didn't and so we were the only two
left set to scalp in the city and see

Watts on drums, Kenny Jones of
the Who on drums. Two keyboardists that no one knows or gives a
shit about (though they played
great) and Andy Fairweather Low
on rhythm guitar. Oh yeah, and
Mr. Eric Clapton, decked out in
shiny black slacks and jacket, hair
cut short, groomed neat, on lead
guitar.
Clapton opened the set with an
old Sleepy John Estes blues tune
Everybody Oughta Make a Change.
The song never got off the ground,

Clapton,
decked out
in shiny
black slacks...
marred by a weak sound mix that
made it difficult to hear Clapton's
solo slide work. With Lay Down
Sally, the next song, Clapton
switched guitars, exchanging a blue
for a black stratocaster. With the
sound much better, the set proved
much better. By the fourth numdL
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At any moment I half-expected when you're speeding out on mesthose cherubic WPIX animated caline while simultaneously feeling
angels to fly above the stage pro- strung out the the gills, screaming
claiming, "The ARMS concerts, no- at your brain to fall the fuck to
thing but love songs." Fortunately sleep.
So you stare at the wall,
neither that or Cocker's abomin- stare at the floor, stare at the wall,
able Up Where We Belong took stare at the floor until your system
place and Joe closed out the first finally caves in and calls it a night ahalf of the evening with a spirited round 10 or 11 in the morning.
version of Felling Alright sparked Brian had hit his head, he returned
by excellent keyboard flourishes and related the story of the Angel
from both Chris Stainton and Dust Kid. Here then is my friend
James Hooker.
account:
eyewitness
Brian's
, Intermission couldn't have come
Here I am, waiting in a smelly,
at a worse time. The speed had ugly fuckin' croud of guys all pushkicked in and with nothing to res- ing their way into the bathroom.
pond to , I was left with ye olde Most of the guys were saying things
morning-mesca feeling. Defined by like, "Shit do I have to take a piss,"
Webster as that point around 6 a.m. or something like that. Then this
16 year old kid standing behind me
wearing a jersey with the name
Contento spread across his back
carried on a conversation with his
friend:
Contento: Shit. I'm fucked up.
Friend: Yeah.
Contento: I'm fucked up.
Friend: Why are you so fucked
up?
Contento: I don't know. Must
be the beer. I'm fucked up!

Page...
brought on
an ovation
longer and
louder
than any
I've heard...

(continued on page 7
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(courtesy of some self-injected illegal substance) had been channeled
into the driving energy of Clapton's
Rita Mae, highlighted by some teardown the house percussive work on
by Ray Cooper.
the congas
Clapton's final song was Cocaine

Beck
was a study
in motion
and energy...

Jimmy.
Which was good, because for
most of that day I was down and
didn't know why. I needed a lift.
Even after we pumped ten bucks
into Brian's Malibu, I still couldn't
get myself up. So I popped two
hits of speed and prayed that I
wouldn't drop in the middle of
with some help from another memMadison Square Garden.
We parked on 7th Avenue and ber of those Rolling guys, Ronnie
38th street, walked down two Wood, replete in a flash plastic rain

I

blocks and got nailed by our first ,jacket and shoes. Clapton's leads
Brian is the expert on throughout the set were intense,
scalper.
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these things, so he got him down amelodic and cnargea win uluesy

from his original offer of $80 for
the pair, to $50. Actually, Brian
tried to get it down to $40 (the
price of the tickets) but like the
man said, "C'mon, a guy's gotta
make a profit." Makes sense, capitalist profit motives and all that, so
we went for the fifty and had our
seats for the show.
Around 8:30 the legendary Bill
Graham strolled to the microphone
and intro'd a band that probably
had more talent and history than
any ever assembled on a rock and
The world's most faroll stage.
section, Rolling
rhythm
mous
Stones' Bill Wyman on bass, Charlie

"insights, all evidence that he is
probably the only British rocker
who understands the Blues; it's feeling, not flash.
Clapton's set ended with Joe
Fat, ugly
Cocker's appearance.
with his ever present Ray Charles
raunched out voice, the next five
songs were devoted to Cocker's past
work. Eric and the boys were reduced to the role of a back-up
band. The band was fine, the singer
By the third song of
wasn't.
Cocker's set, You Are So Beautiful
some ass named D'Auria could be
heard shouting out, "Joe we love
. you, get the fuck off the-stage!"

______________________________________I

The Stony Brook Press meets every Monday
night at 8:00 pm in room 042 of Old Biology
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Concert

The Alarm

Hype - Rock at Stony Brook
by Kathy Esseks
The Union Ballroom vibratec
with excited young female bodies
last Saturday night. No, it wasn'1
another assault by the ever populai
male strippers, it was the Alarm
leaping, contorting, and singing to a
core group of delerious fans and a
fringe of horrified music lovers. Nc
one, from all accounts, is neutral
about the Alarm, four Welsh lads
riding to fame and glory on the
coattails of U2 and coming this
winter, the Pretenders. The patrons
of SAB's farewell concert for '83
were either so excited, stimulated,
and otherwise transported into
realms of pleasure that many of
them announced their willingness
to make fathers of the Alarm, or
they drank heavily, stuffed Kleenex
in their ears, and thought regretfully of all the other places they could
have gone.
After talking with the Alarmists
themselves and then partaking in
their extended show, I began to
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wonder who's funding all the music

wo de-.-rzwho's
alhmiI would vides
wI
,fundin €•u.AlAg tI, WIoU prUmag praise of this group.
the
system, how loud the final
probably bow to public opinion- product is, and of course what
this band has the most ardent fans group utilizes the arrangement, but
since the Beatles; but a number of nothing more complex than a solofriends and aquaintances have as- ist is going to sound above average
sured me that my giggling fit and due to the physical layout of the
a.accompanmg nausea were amply place. I'm told again and again that
justified.
nothing can be done, it's just part
Dave Sharp and front man Mike of Stony Brook, to be classified
Peters alternated the electric and a- I with cockroaches, broken dishwashcoustic guitars so crucial to their ers, and sidewalks that retain water
hype.
Two guitars plus Eddie when it rains: lamentable, but ineviMcDonald's bass and Nigel Twist's table. Right. The Alarm's sound
drums qualify the Alarm as saviors was the worst since the sludge at
of rock 'n' roll, the long awaited the Bow Bow Bow concert
last
souls who have rescued us from the spring. The Alarm reputedly has
scourge of synth-pop.
All four turned a hostile croud of U2 fans
collaborated on the songwriting, into life-long Alarm freaks with
but whether it's a case of too many half and hour of raw musical talent.
musicians spoiling the song or some The guys didn't do it with their
other extenuating factor,
the boyish good looks, so unless that
Alarm's show played like 'Varia- croud was hallucinating or the rumtions on
a Theme Nos. 1-18.' ors are false, they must sound betEven the spice of quasi-political lyr- ter on occasion. Too bad they had
ics and sing-along refrains didn't to come to Stony Brook and
have
rescue the act.
to imitate a mudslide in the BallThe Alarm is touring on the room.
strength of two or three singles and
Big complaint number two is the
comparisons with U2 and 'early hugh, gaping discrepancy
between
Clash.' The fans screamed from the their image and their real
life stanvery start. Marching On poured on ces. I refer to all the comparisons
th nvrtrnnpc
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win mne Ulasn ana Uz. Why these
two bands?
Musical similarity?
Why not describe them as a cross
between the Who and the Stones?
'Cause no one would show up. The
Clash and U2 are popular and political, two very nice things as long as
the politics don't get in the way of
the profits. So the Alarm is political and popular by association. If
their songs had titles like Love to
Love You, Baby and Afternoon
IDelight they wouldn't be opening
for these bands, but The Stand,
Marching On, 68 Guns, et al. have
this curious political cast to them.
So what are the politics? "We are
not political," Peters announced,
"Our songs are written out of love,
not out of politics." Terrific. Who
says you have to be political to be a
good band? Not I. But why encourage the comparison with U2
and the Clash, a pair of bands that
are proud of their commitments?
Successful pop groups who are also
upfront about their emphasis the
lighter things in life abound. Adam
Ant hasn't lost fans because he admits he's into giving people a good
time. Stevie Nicks is making a fortune on roses, doves, and gypsies.
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Why should any group permit such
false interferences to go uncorrected? Or why tell one interested soul
a lie? Stating that they're non-political while being fully cognizant of
the interpretability of the words to
their songs is an amazingly dumb
move. Or maybe they're just terribly confused, bless their hearts.
Their stage show pointed up the influence of lots and lots of Heavy
Metal concert films.
An extended rendition of 68
Guns signalled the croud to increase
the volume and urgency of its
screams, and the Alarm returned
for one of the longest encores sustained by a group with only an EP
(On This Side of the Water) to their
A reprisal of The Stand
name.
seemed likely, but instead the
Alarm worked through six fresh
tunes including the jaw slackening
Maggie May. I'm still recovering
from the shock. The Alarm did
earn my grudging respect, however,
not for their music but for inspiring
such a devout following. It must
take special magic to induce) an orgasmic frenzy in so many young
girls (not -to mention guys) for so
I little reason.

